The Dresden Files Role-Playing Game
Spellcasting Sheet

Character

Core Skills

Conviction
Spell power of 1-stress casting

Discipline
Control a spell, aim a spell

Lore
# Rotes
"No-Prep"
Complexity
Base strength on enchanted items

Evocation Specializations

Element
Control
Power

Thaumaturgy Specializations

Application
Control
Complexity

Crafting Frequency:
Crafting Strength:

Spell Totals Workspace

Offensive Control (Base = Discipline)

Offensive Power (Base = Conviction)

Defensive Control (Base = Discipline)

Defensive Power (Base = Conviction)

Focus Items

Description
Bonuses

Enchanted Items & Potions

Description
Effects

Slots Available

Rotes Available

Sponsor Debt Record

Sponsor

Current Debt

Rotes Available
(= Lore Rating)